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ABSTRACT: The thermal decomposition behavior of the miscible cellulosic blends cellu-
lose(Cell) /poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP), Cell /poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), and
Cell /poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) was investigated by thermogravimetry. The thermal
stability of Cell in the Cell /PVP blends decreased but that of Cell in the Cell /PEG and
Cell /PVA blends was hardly influenced. The thermal stability of synthetic polymers in
the blends was little affected. The difference in thermal decomposition behavior was
correlated to the difference in miscibility. q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci
69: 2133–2137, 1998
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INTRODUCTION blends as compatibilizers to widely vary graft co-
polymer content. The change in thermal decompo-
sition behavior was correlated with in compatibil-In our previous work,1,2 the thermal decomposi-

tion behavior of vinyl monomer grafted cellulose ity. We suggested that thermogravimetry was ef-
fective for compatibility estimation in cellulosic(Cell) products was investigated by thermogra-

vimetry. The grafted products are considered to blends containing grafted products.
In this study the thermal decomposition behav-be polymer blends consisting of Cell, synthetic at-

tendant homopolymers, and graft copolymers as ior of miscible cellulosic blends [Cell /poly(N-vi-
nyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP),6 Cell /poly(ethylenecompatibilizers. The thermal stability of the

grafted products, especially the Cell fraction, de- glycol) (PEG),7 and Cell /poly(vinyl alcohol)
(PVA),8] was investigated by thermogravimetry.pended on their graft copolymer content. In addi-

tion, it was found that the grafted products with The effectiveness of thermogravimetry for misci-
bility estimation was discussed.higher graft copolymer content indicated fine mi-

crophase separated structures and low crystallin-
ity. It was suggested that the thermal stability
of the grafted products with good compatibility EXPERIMENTAL
decreased remarkably. To more precisely corre-
late the thermal stability of the cellulosic blends

Sample Preparationwith their compatibility, grafted products with
different graft copolymer contents are necessary. Bleached softwood pulp supplied by ITT Rayonier
In a series of our subsequent work,3–5 the grafted Inc. was used as the cellulosic material. Synthetic
products were added to Cell /synthetic polymer polymers were purchased from Wako Pure Chemi-

cal Industries, Ltd. The viscosity-average molecu-
lar weights (Mv ) of the polymers were estimated

Correspondence to: N. Nishioka.
from their intrinsic viscosities. The Mv values
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Figure 1 Thermograms of Cell, PVP, and Cell /PVP blends with various compositions:
(a) thermogravimetric (TG) curves, (b) derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curves,
and (c) differential thermal analysis (DTA) curves.

1 103, PEG11Å 311 103, and PVA12Å 1401 103. at room temperature and dried at about 407C un-
der reduced pressure for 24 h. The Cell /PVPReagent grade dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and

paraformaldehyde (PF) were used without fur- blends cast on PP sheets were easily peeled off
without an immersion in solvent. The Cell /PEGther purification.

Thoroughly dried Cell was dissolved in DMSO and Cell /PVA blends cast on glass sheets were
immersed in methyl alcohol and acetone, respec-containing PF by a method described previously.13

Synthetic polymers were also dissolved in DMSO. tively. After immersion for several days, the films
were easily peeled off.The separately prepared solutions were mixed in

appropriate amounts to give blends of various
Thermal Analysiscompositions. After the blend solutions were

stirred for 24 h at room temperature, the solutions A Seiko SSC5000TA with a TG/DTA300 module
was used for thermal decomposition measure-were cast onto polypropylene (PP) or glass sheets
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Figure 2 Thermograms of Cell, PEG, and Cell /PEG blends with various compositions:
(a) TG curves and (b) DTG curves.

ments. The samples (ca. 15 mg) were preheated blends with different compositions also indicate
similar thermal decomposition behavior. Theto 1507C at a heating rate of 107C/min under ni-

trogen flow at 100 mL/min to evaporate adsorbed weight loss at lower temperatures decreases with
the decrease in Cell content but that at higherwater. The measurements were carried out from

room temperature to 6007C under the conditions temperatures increases with the increase in PVP
content. This suggests that the decompositions atdescribed above.
lower and higher temperatures correspond
mainly to that of Cell and PVP fractions, respec-
tively.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The difference in thermal decomposition be-
havior of these samples can be seen more clearlyFigure 1(a) shows the thermogravimetric (TG)

curves of Cell, PVP, and Cell /PVP blends with from the derivative TG (DTG) curves in Figure
1(b). The DTG peak of Cell is present at arounddifferent compositions. The weight of Cell de-

creases by about 60% over the temperature range 3207C and that of PVP at around 4207C. We use
these peak temperatures as a measure of thermalof 260–3607C and is followed by a gentle decrease.

The residual weight percent at 6007C is about stability. The DTG curves of the blends indicate
two peaks. Although the peak at lower tempera-20%. The weight of PVP decreases sharply by

about 95% over the temperature range of 400– tures of the (8/2) blend shifts slightly to higher
temperatures, the deviation from the baseline oc-4607C. The weight of the Cell /PVP (8/2 by

weight) blend decreases gradually from around curs at around 1507C. On the other hand, the peak
at higher temperatures is observed at around1507C and the secondary decrease occurs at

around 4007C, indicating the presence of different 4207C. As the Cell content decreases, the peak
at lower temperatures becomes weak but that atthermal decomposition processes. The other
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Figure 3 Thermograms of Cell, PVA, and Cell /PVA blends with various compositions:
(a) TG curves and (b) DTG curves.

higher temperatures becomes predominant. The stability of the Cell fraction in the Cell /PVP
blends is influenced, but weakly.deviation from the baseline occurs at around

1507C, but the shift of both peak temperatures is Figure 2 indicates the TG and DTG curves for
hardly recognized. The beginning of deviation the Cell /PEG blends. The thermal decomposition
from the baseline corresponds to that of thermal behavior of PEG is similar to that of PVP; but the
decomposition. Thus, as a measure of thermal sta- DTG peak temperature of PEG is around 4007C,
bility, we take into account not only the DTG peak indicating that the thermal stability of PEG is
temperature but also the beginning temperature lower than that of PVP. The DTG curves of the
of decomposition. blends indicate two peaks. Their peak tempera-

tures are independent of their blend compositions.Figure 1(c) illustrates the differential thermal
Moreover, the deviation from the baseline atanalysis (DTA) curves of the same samples.
lower temperatures is not detected. The thermalBroad endothermic peaks of the blends observed
decomposition of one polymer is independent ofat around 2507C become obscure with the de-
the presence of the other polymer. For these misci-crease in Cell content. With the increase in PVP
ble blends, the decrease in thermal stability of thecontent, the endothermic peaks at around 4207C
Cell and PEG fractions is scarcely recognized.become clear but hardly shift. These results in

Figure 1 indicate that the thermal stability of the Figure 3 shows the TG and DTG curves for
Cell fraction decreases but that of the PVP frac- the Cell /PVA blends. The weight of PVA does not
tion is little affected. As indicated in our previous decrease as sharply as that of PVP and PEG. The
articles,1–5 the DTG peak temperature for the Cell DTG curve of PVA indicates several broad peaks.
fraction in the grafted products was lowered by The DTG curves of the blends also do not clearly

indicate two peaks. The peak temperatures aremore than 1007C. It is of interest that the thermal
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independent of their blend compositions. More- stability of the miscible cellulosic blends was
hardly influenced. The compatibility estimationover, the deviation from the baseline at lower tem-
by thermogravimetry thus may be a characteristicperatures is also not recognized. The decrease in
method for cellulosic blends containing compatibi-thermal stability of the Cell and PVA fractions is
lizers.hardly found for these miscible blends.

The thermal stability of Cell mainly depends
on its crystallinity.14,15 The grafted Cell products
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